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ABSTRACT
The accuracy of current flexible multibody formalisms based on assumed modes is
examined in the context of standard spacecraft motions involving structural
components undergoing both slow and fast overall translational and rotational
motions as well as small deformations. Lim/tatlons of current techniques in treating
[I) element-speciflc coupling behavior of large motion and small deformation, and (2)
motion-lnduced structural stiffness variations, are noted.
The roles of nonlinear and linear elastic structural theories in accurately predicting
transient large-dlsplacement dynamic behavior of flexible multibody systems are
examined in detail. Coupling effects between deformation and overall motion are
carefully scrutin/zed in the context of assumed-mode discrettzatlon techniques.
Consistently llnearized beam, plate, and shell formulations involving in-plane stretch
variables are proposed and shown to yield very accurate simulation results and
extremely fast modal convergence for most motions involving small strains. In some
particular cases, however, in whlch_membrane'stiffness dominates bending stiffness, a
nonlinear strain formulation is required in order to capture proper coupling between
deformation and overall motion. Unfortunately, with standard component modes,
algorlthmlc formalisms involving nonlinear straln.displacement expressions show
very slow modal convergence. A procedure involving use of constraint modes is
proposed to alleviate thls problem.
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Current Flexible Multibody Formalisms- Modal Approach
"Limitations"
• Do Not Account For Large-Displacement
Element-Specific Behavior
• Inadequate Account of Motion-Induced
Stiffness Variations
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Second-Order Structural Multibody Theories
Beam
l_0t { (°2u2_ 2 1O2u3 x2]
1_* {r(o,,l__(0=,32x(0,,3,212
Thin Rectangular Plates:
l_b_ a {( aatt3 a2u3 '_2Ub = _ _ k 0=2 + OU2 ]
d=
_2(l_u) f[O2u3'_(c32u3'_ (a2u3'_ 2]L\ Oz 2 / _, Oy 2 ] - \c3:r, c3y] jdxdy
u,=_._._ _tCS-E/ +,,a=/_,_-Z=/ +_ay/
(0,,33=1
+', au / _,ay J + _L_,-EE=/ + _,_yyJ J
+2u L\ a= ) k oy ] + 2 \ oy ,t \ Tz ] + 2 k o= ] k_y / J
-l'(1-u) (BuI_2 (aUl_(Ou2_ (0u2_2
(a"13(o"33(a"33(0"23(0"33(0"3_I}+2\By]kaz/koy] +2\Oz/kB=/kv3y /J dzdy
M_I + G_I + (K I + K L + Kn)q = F
Advantages:
- Captures Important Motion-Induced Bend-
ing AND Membrane Stiffness Variations for
Small Strain
Disadvantages:
- Poor Convergence With Standard Modes
- Order Reduction Results in Very Inaccurate
Models
- Very Costly to Incorporate
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Static Analysis of a Square Plate with
Uniform Pressure Distribution Considering
only Membrane Stiffness
Uniform Pressure p
All Four Edges
Simply Supported
Maximum inertia force per area in the middle
of the plate during the spin-up motion
is used as uniform pressure distribution.
Results 9f Maximum Lateral Deflection
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Fig. 19 - Static Deflections under High Pressure Loads
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